
"Tncidentally, the search ill' the book depository for curtain 

rods was negative." (Page 5) 

I 

.3act: There was no sr etl of tErbuildinf:7 for curtain rods. w 22 

reveals that not until Aucust 31, 19(4,  did the Comilssion 

ask the Isl1as F15I to ask Roy Truly, buildinF manager, "if 

he knows of any curtain rods beiw foun.c= in the TL BD buildirc 

after F4oVember 22, 1963." Also, why "after" Roveii3er 227 

Why not, "Wore any found that day?" 

C. 	"Despite thi,? dispute about jLet how he carried the packape, 

the reasonable answer to this question is that he did take a 
rifle to the Elook Depository Buildi 	(Page 6) 

Pact: Aside rpm the quibblirr, CT Ianslaae, t-at he took "a rifle" 

when the only rifle in b- ontireworld at issue was 24.  

Marmli&er..Carcanno C-2766, here CPS flies into the face of 

1(0 of the evidence. It also irnored the testimony of the 

only man in the world wh saw Oswald enter the building, Jack 

Dout7,herty (Whitewash 19) who testified, "positively he had 

nothin in hi a hands." oBS oes not r:ention him. 

CBS: 	"11;espite these di 
	

' amiss, his co...workers know and 

certainly saw Oswald, The (":, Eews answer: Oswald was in 

the fook Lepository Huildin when the shots were fired, most 

probably on the sixth floor." (Paces 6-9) 

Facts 1.' is arain is quibble. The essential conclusion is that 

iamald was in hat sixth-floor window with the C..2766 rifle 

in his hands, and a the credible evidence is to th7, contrary. 
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	ti. build', and *MD notAtistmw., he was innocert 

also.. The testimony noted by Ott-   is exhaustively dealt with 

etA=7-  end was first in the first two tt PrwAnu books which 

aro not mentioned. 	quoted testimony of the three ttsgroes 

is disputed by the incontrovertible evidence of the suppressed 

Tlughes file, which caQ,  also suppressed ( YtTOMATITTC JIIITNWASH 
they 

278-80), which shows -t-twere not 4tert 	testified they 

were, that the Dillard picture was taken later than the Report 

and C15S say, and that, at the critical moment of the actual 

ansassinations there was neither a map nor a fifle la that 

winUow, Further, CttS suppressed official groof that Oswald 

was U-,en on the first floor as did the Commission, although 

it ed it having asked me for it. 

CltS: "...three shel 	later identified as fired from. Oswald's 

rifle, were.) feu_ 42 minutes after tho shots..,"  (Fare 9) 

Pact: These shells wire not proved to have been used in the asses in- 

ation, the  key thihF 	mita. Tt says they were "f ired frtm 

0swald's rifle,"  but when? There is pertinent evidence bearinc 

on this suppressed from the Pepmrt (irtfr iAt!, 28). It is from 

J. Edgar Roavor and is that those shells had been fired pre-

vious on at leant one occasion, and included the merkings on 

another rifle, on the live shell found to the rifle. To add 

to this suppression, as CbS does, th, fact of the findinit of 

the shells 42 minutes later and of 	rifle to rinutes after 

that, Is to try and lend an air 	aticit to its misro- 

presentation, ftfr there is no evide, 
	

hat the shells were 
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used at that moment and in the assassination. 	also 
suppressed the fact that, When the opportunity to tie tLe 
bullet and tte fragments to the assassination by me9ns of the 
residues on them, the residues were wiped off the bullet and 
mither the 7:41/ on Its own nor ti Commission did anything 
about it (w:.ITNWASH 163), did not analyze what remained of 
these residues* The PLI and tho Commission suppressed the 
spectrographic analysts by Which the bullet are the fronts 
could have been connected with the assassination. CPS sup.. 
pressed this unpardonable suppression, of WhIi it know. This 
makes the C55 "conclusion" on pare 11 more dishonest. It 
reads, "From the ballistics evidence it venni: that the answer 
to the euestion 4" whether Oswald's rifle was fired from the 
btlildire is yes." There is no such evidence, Without "conu 
clWins" that Cawald was in the winCow, and knowing it could 
not, CbS accomplished the plantinc of this misinformation in 
the minds of its audience with semantics. It ton said, 
".,,it appears that Oswald had the opportunity and the murder 
weapon," wlet. neither it nor the Commission proved. The 
suppressed and ignored evidence Is to the contrary. 

CLSZ 	..the critics argue that Lee Harvey Cswnld could not have 
fired his rifle fast enough or accurately enoutrl,. to be no 
sole assassin...Tiow many shots were fired...show lor did it 
take to firo them?" (Pare 11).. The conclusions flowinc from 
this nre (ry-e 14), "rom our turn tests we were cr-.71vinced 
that atulluatsztalala could be fired in 5.6 seconds or 
loss, lnd wth reasonable aeciamey...." (Par,o 14),  Part of the 

3 
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basis for this erroneous, and quite inmatorial, conclusion is 

that "We have shown that the Zapruder camera was quite Possibly 

runninc dower than the Commission thought"(page 20).  

Facts ?he last state met is a plain, unalloyed lie. The best that 

can be said for what cez said it Showed is that other cameras 

of the same make could run slower. It did not in any we 

address the speed or tests of the particular csmera Zapruder 

used, the only th!ng that is pertinent* Both the Fb1 and 

Bell & Howell agree that the camera could not have run slower 

than a little more than 18 frames per second* 

*rstirely immaterial is what ptheris could do with a rifle lag, 
Oswald's (and here CBS, like the Commission before it, failed 

to show that this rifle was, at the time of the assassination, 

Orwald's and in his possession)* Oswald was "a rather poor 

shot', according be the commandant of the Marine Corps (team 
o re  

WASH 30). With that .Dtiou1 	ifl, after it had been tore 

over, the best shots the Commission could get, and under 

altered circumstances to make the shooting easier, oeuld not  

s o 	ttributed to him (WHITEWASH 2). The 

ingless except as propaganda* 

Moreover, the CbS test, rigged and dishonest as it was, probed 

the opposite of its conclusion. CM refused to yaks public 

the results of its test, did not include them in its four 

hours of the broadcasts, and declined to give the to me, Whon 

they failed also to jive then to re. Sylvia Meaer, she 

wrote a bid cBr exactly what its tests did arove, that its 

eleven experts Which 7%swald was not) in 37 attempts, could  

4 

CBS "test- 
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rt ovori be reoord 
	

the  bcat ha ,r nd t 

rifle t 	; a r 	b 
	

din 

ansi It cald rvt hrV  riredatall. Nbt a tingle evert CBS 

r....---.2.----12q11L41"v"WklAxwAILIALSUSIIM112alhAitileDarado In 
order to make oven this very poor record poseible, CBS care-

fully framed the target, which was going in a predictable 

stralfht line ard with no obstructions, like a blowine tree 

in the way, with a dark background to focus the eye on the 

target. The President was not this acoommodatinj to his 

aecaso in3. 

CBS 	"***that hit (the first shot to hit the Pres' n ) must have 

occurred aomwhere between frames 210 c 225 of the Zaprader 

film* V& to just where, we'll have some intrijuinF now 

evidence in a few minutes*" (page 13) 

Pact: Doth of these statorents are false* The President was hit 

before rrnne 210, as theCommisston's own evidence, totally 

Ignqred by CUS, proves CWIFTTEWM Tr, NULLS rT 	7,4N 

7A7")• 

This "raw evidence? That follows. 

CBS: "It was first called to our attontion by a distinguished 

physicist, Dr, 1.4113 Alvarez, of the University of k=a1lf7Irnia 

at '•otarkeley (page 15). 

FactS Identically this same Ifcetion was first called to 013:3" 

attention by no In early 1966 (WHITWASII 47)* Later I 

published additional dotail in WETTEWASH II* Who at (.13f,S? 

'its predecessor (then h. sirior) and the executive ;n-o- 
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ducer n' 1ta aerlee of 	Leslie ndgley himself, Ire- 

peated this In Pay 1966 and thereafter to a nkimber of other 

cm News personnel, indluding same who worked on this series. 

What is t1s 'new evidence"? 

CBS: "Wyckoff:40 In frame 190...something must have hapPeded to Ir. 

Zepruder when he was 	something rust have startled him when 

he was 1,m1dinghis camer144•1,and he Pmped a little bit with 

the camera." (Pares 16.0'7) 

ract: WYTTEWATI, Page 47: "B g nnlmf with 71611ve 190, this suddenly 

becomes fuzzy. othing had changed 	the exposure was the 

same..,As any amateur photographer knows, this clearly means 

that the change was in Zaprudor. Ne was no longer holding the 

camera still. The slight motion imparted to the camera by his 

emotions at whet he ssv...onl- reasonable explanatiLhon  

And exactly the sans thing is true of Prams:: 227 (Page 17) and 

WITEWAV II,(pagvs 179, 213, 221). 

nut at this point, CDS pretends there were bwt three such 

fuzzy spots in the 7apruder film, which, it says, means three 

shots were fired. It has not answered ny qutetionz, 

did Tot also report what It know, that there were a half!,  

lorieq such spots in the ZeRru0er film, and did this n:A mean 

that a half-desen shots were fired if the CBS argument is 
She-t-7,5 

valid for tre? 

CBS: The Zeoruder ti1 
	

as a clock If wo nw th axaet 
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speed the clack was runaing...posaible to deteralse not only 
ta.saafasa=stassass 	haw nany theta were fired, but the amotint 

of tiaa between tham...if the time between the shots was /ass 
than the time necessary to operate Oswald's cheap belt action 
rifle,...then obviously he wa not the sole assassin (pago 12) 
...Bat if the clock was not right...the time span of the shots 
...would be affected. Curiously, most of tha critics them-
selves accept the 18.3 speed withoat a question - except one, 
who laststs It was runrInp at 24 frames, as could have 
happened if the control had been depressed. So, we decided 
see If we could clock the clock..."(page 19). 

r.r. that. -7)11c, critic, and this is not exactly what 	say 
(s7=a1AJH Ii, 180, 183-4). However, this also serves as 
additional proof that CBS knew about my earlier and copyriehted 
work that it attributed to Alvarez and Siyckoff, for It also is 
in this book. What I actually said la that the ?fat proved 
there was a 3%:, error between ths: actual Zapruder film, pro-
jected nt 18 frames a second, and its own crime recent 
at the sane speed, that the actual fltm showed 3O less time 
required for the asaasainatian than the Comalssian said, and 
thet this cold exactl? be accounted for if the camera were la 
slow notion at g4 fps. T then produced an FBI December 40 
1963, report suppressed by the Commission and CBS, in which 
Zapruder in quoted as saying just this. So, CBS suppreased 
V-sls rroof of a 3Cfff- error, arra/Ina there was less tire, be-
cauce It was deternined to rresent Its own sqsrepresentation 
that there was more time. 

7 
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on  Ci.! "clocked the clock" (page 2.9). 	In not a mimic' case at 

tt-lerietior 	 They iid this 	th all five af the 

camerae "tested." but all of this "testin" vas calculated 

additional 4oception, for the only real speed is that of the 

real, the 2ala camera used by pruder. There were variations 
of a) to 25' between the cameras CB tested. 7-1rom this 
fraudulent base, CBS concluded, In t 7.0 words of the "scientia 

Wyckoff, "they (mare than one Oswald?) could have had up to 

eight and thirty-fivc hundreds of a second IMOD which is a pretty 

long time." (It is still a very tort time.) 

hside from the fraud in pretending to test 	amera at slcw,. 

motions  which CBS did not, it Is plain trickery to retend that 
because another  camera rectAred rare tLme, 7aoruderts also did, 
a fact previously disproved by multiple tasting by both the 
17BI and the Pftnutacturter, 3ell & Tell. From this CBS eon. 
eluded, "We have shown that the Zapruder camera was quite 

possibly r4xnnine, slower than t} Corn ; lesion thought"I (page 20) 
It s not possible to exaggerate the dishonesty of this core. 
elusion." 

, n s There is no CB,  "conolusion" contrary to the Comizissionts 

that C52, did not first read in WUITEWASH, which not only CBS, 
but this same Executive Producer, read. It la because 

Midgleyts farmer superior, Palmer Williams, was so impressed by 
1471-T1WAS” that be asked ne if he couLi keep it lower so he 
could give it to Vidgley to road 	it other conclusions, on 
the speed of the camera (which it also 7ot from we) and "that 

ZIonnitchar-Carcano (which is not the quo. 	on at all, but 
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this  Mannlicher-Carcano to the ex lus ion of all others) could 
be fired "more accurately than the Commission believed". It 
proved the opposite. 

CBS also reached "conclusions" on What it termed "secondary 
questions", In each case, its "conclusions" are based on no 
fact, were not addressed at all, or are contrary to its awn 
evaldance. 

CBS: With this prelude, it is not surprising that CBS found it 
necessary to repeat what appears to have been a carefully 
sponsored lie, also s read at the same time by the Associated 
Press and otherst "The Warren Comission...did not state that 
eswaldwns theonly killer".(pag 21) 

Fact: The very first chapter of the :sport, designed to docile as a 
Prose release, far Which it was, actually, used, is entitled 
"Summary and Conclusions". Uncier the sdbheading "Conclusions", 
the fourth is this simple, direct, unequivocal sentence: "The 
*hots which killed President 1.e nedy and wounded Oovernor 
Connelly were fired by Lee Harvey Oswald. (RiPORT 19) And, 
forgetting, its initial lie, CiiS concluded its final Show of 
this series by telline the truth about this. There (on page 19) 
it said: 

"Would we be more comfortable believing that a shot was fired 
by a second assassin Who materialized out of thin air for the 
purpose, fired a shot, and then vanished again into thin air, 
leaving behind no trace of himself, his rifle, his bullet, or 
any other sign of existence. Measured against the alternatives, 
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the Warrcm crmnissien Pepert is the eaatot to believe and that 

Is all tht ':zeport claims," 

/6 


